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Behavioral marketing is complicated, and determining its appropriate regulatory
framework is complicated, too. The FTC staff’s commendable Report continues to examine
emerging practices, consider public comments and consumer expectations, and fashion an
appropriate and flexible approach for industry self-regulation. As the Report points out, targeted
advertising can benefit consumers, subsidize free content, and promote a robust online market.
But the concomitant online tracking and data collection, coupled with inadequate notice to
consumers about what information is collected and how it is used, raise critical privacy concerns.
How companies collect, combine, disclose and dispose of this data has serious ramifications for
consumers.
I write separately to ensure that the Report’s endorsement of self-regulation is viewed
neither as a regulatory retreat by the Agency nor an imprimatur for current business practice.
Indeed, despite a spotlight on e-commerce and online behavioral marketing for more than a
decade, to date data security has been too lax,1 privacy policies too incomprehensible,2 and
consumer tools for opting out of targeted advertising too confounding.3
Industry needs to do a better job of meaningful, rigorous self-regulation or it will
certainly invite legislation by Congress and a more regulatory approach by our Commission.4
Put simply, this could be the last clear chance to show that self-regulation can – and will –
effectively protect consumers’ privacy in a dynamic online marketplace. Commissioner
Harbour’s thoughtful statement underscores this point.
To their credit, many companies and organizations recently have reinvigorated efforts to
address privacy issues and have made noteworthy attempts to empower consumers. For
example, leading search engines such as Yahoo! are reducing the amount of time they retain
consumers’ personal data.5 Microsoft and other developers of Internet browsers are designing
better tools for consumers to control the amount of information they share online.6 Such
“competition” to protect consumer privacy is a welcome development. Other industry groups
are coming together and attempting to formulate (and reformulate) better practices.7 In addition
to these industry efforts, a coalition of consumer and privacy groups proposed a national “Do
Not Track List,” which deserves serious consideration.8 But it is uncertain whether these
fledgling efforts will fulfill their promise. More work needs to be done.
The Report’s revised principles provide a sound baseline for further self-regulatory
efforts. Notably, the Report clarifies that the self-regulatory principles should stretch beyond
traditional concepts of personally identifiable information to cover practices involving
information that “could reasonably be associated with a particular consumer or computer or
other device” (e.g., IP addresses, cookie data). The Report further clarifies that the principles
should apply to information collected outside the traditional website context, such as through
mobile devices and Internet Service Providers’ “deep packet inspection” to mine data from
consumers’ Internet traffic streams for targeted advertising.9 These are significant and necessary
steps for enhancing consumer privacy.

Beyond the principles, I offer a few observations regarding privacy, transparency, and
consumer control both within and outside the behavioral advertising context:
To begin, as the Report should make clear, there is no free pass for those who engage in
“first-party” or “contextual” online advertising outside the scope of the principles. That is, all
companies must implement reasonable security for and limit their retention of sensitive
consumer data. All companies must keep their promises about how they will use consumers’
information. If they fail to do so – whether first party or third party, online or offline – we will
go after them.
Moreover, I continue to be troubled about some companies’ unfettered collection and use
of consumers’ “sensitive data” – especially information about children and adolescents. Some
data is so sensitive and some populations so vulnerable that extra protection may be warranted.10
Perhaps more companies (even those outside the scope of the behavioral advertising principles)
should allow consumers to “opt in” when it comes to collecting their personal information –
particularly when the information is “sensitive,” or disclosed to third parties, or collected or
shared across various web-based or offline services. Perhaps more companies should simply say
“hands off” when it comes to targeting ads to children based on their online activities, as even
the Network Advertising Initiative proposed (although it has not mustered the industry support to
adopt this principle).11
Finally, we need to better understand if and how companies combine online and offline
data to build detailed consumer profiles and uses of online tracking data for purposes unrelated
to behavioral advertising. The possibility that companies could be selling personally identifiable
behavioral data, linking click stream data to personally identifiable information from other
sources, or using behavioral data to engage in price discrimination or make credit or insurance
decisions are not only unanticipated by most consumers, but also potentially illegal under the
FTC Act. Industry’s silence in response to FTC staff’s request for information about the
secondary uses of tracking data is deafening. As a result, the Commission may have to consider
using its subpoena authority under Section 6(b) of the FTC Act to compel companies to produce
it.
In sum, almost all of us want to see self-regulation succeed in the online arena, but the
jury is still out about whether it alone will effectively balance companies’ marketing and data
collection practices with consumers’ privacy interests. A day of reckoning may be fast
approaching.
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